The aim of this paper is to prove the rationality of two new fuzzy solutions to cooperative n-person games. They are the Fuzzy Negotiation Solution by Knowledge Engineering and Compensatory Negotiation Solution by Knowledge Engineering, which are based on bargaining over statements coming from experts. The proof of rationality consists in demonstrating that the elements of crisp solutions equivalent to these fuzzy solutions satisfy Imputation, Efficiency, Symmetry, Dummy Axiom and others.
Introduction
The Shapley Value is a classic solution concept for coalitional n-person games with transferable utility. It is the unique function that satisfies the Shapley's axiom set: Efficiency or Pareto Optimality, Equal Treatment or Symmetry, Null Player or Dummy, and Additivity ( [14] ). The first three axioms are considered of rationality in accordance with normative Decision Theory ( [7] ) and Game Theory, [12] . However, the fourth axiom is polemical in Game Theory because of its lack of rationality, see [12] . The Shapley Value is a well accepted solution because of its existence and uniqueness; yet other classic solutions, the Core for instance, frequently do not satisfy these properties ( [12] ). The Fuzzy Negotiation Solution by Knowledge Engineering (FNSKE) and the Compensatory Negotiation Solution by Knowledge Engineering (CNSKE) are recent, advantageous solutions in the theory of cooperative n-person games, [4, 8] . They are based on propositions coming from experiences in bargaining and negotiation among n parts. The propositions are provided by experts on negotiation in a non-mathematical way and represented in natural language. The solution is a set of vectors, one for every possible coalition among the players; each vector has the gains for the n players in the coalition, and in addition, the truth value of a membership function, e.g. [15] , representing the likelihood of reaching a deal in the respective coalition.
The aim of this paper is to prove that crisp solutions equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE satisfy the axioms of imputation, three of the Shapley's axiom set, i.e., Efficiency, Symmetry and Dummy; non-negativeness, proportionality and equality. On the other hand, one counterexample is examined to show that the fuzzy solutions do not satisfy the polemical Additivity Axiom. This is a manner to support the rationality of the FNSKE and CNSKE in agreement with the Normative Approach to Decision Making, [7] .
Basic Concepts of Cooperative N-Person Games and the Shapley Value
A cooperative n-person game is a pair (N,v) , where N = {1,2,,n} is a non-empty, finite set of players. A coalition is an element of the power set of N, denoted by 2 N . v is the characteristic function of the game, which maps 2 N into the set of real numbers , satisfying the following properties:
i. v()=0 ii.
v(ST)  v(S)+v(T), where S and T are disjoints coalitions of 2 N . The value v(S) is the worth of S (its members act together, as a single unit). Property ii is called superadditivity, it implies that the worth of a coalition is greater than or equal to the worth of any subcoalition (a subset of the coalition). Additive and subadditive characteristic functions also exist, but they are not considered in this paper. An imputation (see [12] ) is a payoff allocation x=(x 1 , x 2 ,,x n ) that satisfies:
, then x is said to be group rational or efficient.
ii.
x i  v({i}), and x is said to be individually rational. An imputation is a division of worth among the players, such that the sum of their individual values is exactly the worth of the coalition of all players (or grand coalition). Also, each player obtains a gain that is at least equal to their individual value. The Shapley Value is one of the most important solution concepts in cooperative games. The Shapley Value of a game (N,v) is the unique n-tuple, (v) = ( 1 (v), 2 (v),, n (v)) that satisfies the four axiom set of rationality, [14] , that is:
for any coalition S not containing i, then  i (v) = 0. 4. Additivity. If u and v are characteristic functions, then (u+v) = (u)+(v). Efficiency signifies that the set of all players profits exactly the worth of the grand coalition. The interpretation of Symmetry is that the Shapley Value solution is independent of any order assigned to the players. The meaning of the Dummy Axiom is that a player that does not contribute to the worth of any coalition obtains a null value solution. Additivity indicates that if a game is defined as the sum of two different games, then the solution of the resulting game is equal to the sum of the solutions of the two games, played separately or at different times. The last is, however, controversial because Additivity is just a fairly convincing simplification of the intrinsic complexity meant by playing two different games, [3] .
If v(S) is interpreted as a worth of S, if it is formed, one may argue that (N,v+w) does not represent "properly", the aggregate of the games (N,v) and (N,w), because S may be "more likely" to form one of these games and less like in the other, see [10] . Additivity Axiom seems only reasonable if there are no complementary relations between the assets of the two enterprises, [10] .
One method, based on a different principle, is employed by an "enterprise" consisting of husband and wife, who want to decide on a divorce settlement. Wife takes back every item that she brought out the marriage, husband does the same and the rest is divided equally among the couple. This method of sharing in proportion to the investments is not additive ( [10] ).
A proper theorem guaranties the existence and uniqueness of the Shapley Vector in regard to the axioms 1-4, [14] .
A Fuzzy Approach to Cooperative N-Person Games
A recent kind of fuzzy solution to cooperative n-person games ( [4] ) is a model of bargaining based upon expert knowledge, summarized in four propositions, extracted from the literature on negotiation, expressed in natural language; to know [1, 6, 11 ]: 1. A negotiation part has bargaining capacity if and only if the following conditions hold:  The contribution of its institution to the settlement (agreement, or business) in discussion is important.  The part can find feasible alternatives and some advantages if no settlement is reached, or its contribution is essential. 2. Any increase in contribution to the business by one of the parts, or an increase in benefits due to its corresponding alternatives, increases its bargaining capacity. 3. The benefit obtained by each part is equal to the amount that it could obtain without the contribution of other parts, plus a portion of the additional benefit derived from the settlement. This increment obtained by each part is approximately proportional to its bargaining capacity. 4. A settlement is possible if and only if all the parts are important to the business and the corresponding benefit to every part is important to each of them. This is an example of application of Knowledge Engineering outside the concept of rationality. "The process of working with an expert to map what he or she knows into a form suitable for an expert system to use has come to be known as knowledge engineering " ( [2] ). Nevertheless, it will be proved in what follows that this model also satisfies classic concepts of rationality.
Definition 1
The Good Deal Index (GDI) of negotiator i, from the point of view of negotiator j, in a given bargaining-set, is the benefit that i could obtain if the collective benefits estimated by j prevailed, and the whole set of negotiators including j had a similar performance in defense of their interests during the bargaining process.
In this fuzzy model the institutions are represented by the players in N, the bargaining sets are represented by coalitions belonging to 2 N , and the characteristic function represents the benefits obtained in the bargaining-sets. A formula of the GDI is developed in [4, 8] :
Where r(i,C)  [0,1] is the truth value of the fuzzy predicate "player i has bargaining capacity in the bargaining set C". The fuzzy logic system used in this model is the Probabilistic Fuzzy Logic. Operators' formulas of this system are:
The following equation is a consequence of Proposition 2:
Predicates p(i,C) and a(i,C) correspond to the statements "player i is important to coalition C", and "player i has feasible and advantageous alternatives to reach an agreement within C". p(i,C) is squared in order to model the linguistic modifier related to the statement "very", [16] .
The following expression is used as a strict fuzzy order:
p(i,C) = O(C,C\{i}) and q(i,C) = o(X(i,C),v({i})) correspond to the affirmations "coalition C obtains more benefits than coalition C\{i}", and "player i obtains more benefits in coalition C than in coalition {i}", respectively. Thus, these affirmations correspond to the statements "the contribution of i is important for coalition C", and "coalition C is important for player i".
The predicate:
corresponds to the statement "i obtains more benefits in coalition C than in coalition D". The formula of the predicate corresponding to the statement of Proposition 4: "it is possible to reach an agreement within coalition C", is the following:
And the statement: "there are advantageous and possible alternatives for player i to reach an agreement within coalition C", is modeled by the expression: a(i;C) =  B≠C , {i}B (s(i;B;C)f(B)) The value of  has been obtained experimentally, so that  = 1.0494. The GDI is then calculated by the recurrent formula:
in which g is the operator that transforms nxm matrices into nxm matrices. It generates the GDI of all players considering the possible coalitions of the game. The solution of the game is finally obtained by the expression:
Expression (7) yields a set of vectors; each has n elements that are a division of worth among the players in the coalition, and the truth value of f(C) according to (5) .
The Counterpart Convenience Index 1 (CCI1) of the player i, in the coalition C of game v is denoted by D v (i,C), it is equal to:
This index allows to rank coalitions by order of convenience for each player i. Definition 2 ([4]) Let v be an n-person game and  a partition of N. A sub-game v  of v and  is defined to be a game whose players are all the sets in  (coalitions). A subgame satisfies:
This index models the statement: "The bargaining set C is convenient for player i whenever the following conditions are satisfied:
 it is possible to obtain and advantageous agreement in this set.  if the agreement is not very advantageous for i then, no matter what structure of coalition had been presented, a convenience bargaining set S for the coalition C (as a player of v  ) exists" Let v  be a sub-game created after the negotiation with a structure of coalition . The CCI2 indicates the convenience of renegotiating, where every C   negotiates like a single player. The joint of the solution set in formula (7), the CCI1 given by formula (8) , and the CCI2 given by formula ( 9) , is the Fuzzy Negotiation Solution by Knowledge Engineering (FNSKE). For any cooperative n-person game, a unique GDI exists ( [4] ).
Compensatory Negotiation Solution by Knowledge Engineering (CNSKE) is a new solution that improves the FNSKE. It consists in the substitution of logical system; the Geometric mean based compensatory logic (GMBCL) by the Probabilistic Fuzzy Logic.
Geometric mean based compensatory logic is a new advantageous fuzzy logic system that satisfies the most important axioms of Decision Theory. Its operators of conjunction and disjunction are continuous and satisfy the idempotency ( [5] ). Some of the main operators of this system are: c(x,y) ). Implication of Zadeh. An inconvenience of this logical system is that, contrary to the probabilistic logic, if the number of players increases, then no necessarily decreases the bargaining capacity, this is because of the compensatory tendency of the system. For this reason, it is necessary to complement the previous propositions with a new one that takes into account the quantity of players in each coalition. Keeping this in mind, a change to the fourth proposition is as follows: 4. A settlement is possible if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:  All the parts are important to the business and the corresponding benefit to every part is important to each of them.  The number of parts associated to the settlement is not large. The change to the fourth proposition implies a change in (5) . The new formula of the "likelihood to reach an agreement in the coalition C" is the following:
Where J(card(C)) is the membership function of the proposition: "the quantity of players in the coalition C is not large". Function J depends on the cardinal number of C, card(C).
The function J was modeled using the negation of the sigmoidal membership function having the following formula:
Evidently J()=0.9 and J()=0.5. The function , with parameters  = 1 and  = 4, minimizes the relative error between GDI of the FNSKE and the GDI of the following formula:
This means that the players of each coalition have a much bargaining capacity, according to the linguistic modifiers or hedges used empirically in fuzzy logic. The relative error between both GDI is less than 5% with a probability of 0.95, according to the statistical comparison of both models. This solution exists and it is unique. These fuzzy solutions are different of others appeared in the literature of games. For example, the fuzzy cooperative games, see [9] , are obtained applying the extension principle to the classic solutions to games. Solutions based on the surplus, like in [13] , distribute it equally, but in FNSKE and CNSKE the weights used to distribute the surplus are a consequence of the bargaining capacity of each player, which is a fairer and a more realistic criterion.
Definition 3 Let (N,v) be a cooperative n-person game. A "crisp" solution equivalent to the FNSKE and the CNSKE for this game is: x  max f(C) min card(C) Sc, where Sc = {y  S such that its corresponding coalition C satisfies: v(C) = v(N)}. S is the solution set defined by (7), and the f(C) of x is maximal among those corresponding to the elements of Sc.
That is to say, this is the set of vector solutions of S, satisfying they have the same gain of the gain in grand coalition, their 'likelihood to reach an agreement' is a maximum and their number of players is a minimum. It is a rational choice for a deterministic solution to the game. The crisp solution is comparable with the classic solutions for cooperative n-person games. This solution is not empty, because the vector solution corresponding to the grand coalition are contained in S c , see [4] .
Example 1 An actual example of bargaining is the following, taken from [11] :
Three companies: Scandinavian Cement Company, Cement Corporation and Thor Cement Company monopolize the Scandinavian market and are trying to meet an agreement to share profits, thus avoiding harmful competition. For this, they hire an independent consultant who calculates the minimal amount each company can obtain in terms of million of dollars. This is therefore reflected in the n-person game stated below, in which the companies are identified by the order in which they appear above: This is because the foundations of the solutions, the CNSKE is based on a fuzzy system which satisfies axioms of Decision Theory, where the fuzzy membeship functions are considered cardinal utility functions, because the conjunction and disjunction operators are idempotent and satisfy the compensation axiom.
The Rationality of the Fuzzy Negotiation Solutions by Knowledge Engineering Theorem 1 Every vector of the FNSKE and CNSKE is an imputation.
Proof The fuzzy solutions obtained by (7) contain vectors having as their elements the values of the GDI for all the players in every coalition. The GDI can be calculated by (1) or (11), hence, i  C, the formula to calculate the elements of the vector is:
Where s=1 for the FNSKE, and s=2 for the CNSKE.  > 1 implies that O(C, D) > 0 in (3) . O(C,D) is the function used to define p(i,C) and q(i,C), so, they are strictly positive, and by using (5) 
Corollary 1 The crisp solution equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE is an imputation.
Proof It is a particular case of theorem 1. The individual rationality is a consequence of the proposition 3 for the FNSKE and CNSKE in the precedent section. On the other hand, the method of Fisher and Ury for negotiating advices that negotiation should be efficient (group rational), see [6] .
Theorem 2 Every vector of the FNSKE and CNSKE satisfies the Efficiency and Symmetry of Shapley's axiomatic.
Proof Efficiency (group rational axiom) has been proved in Theorem 1 above. Now, for exploring Symmetry, let us prove that if :N N is a bijection and iC, then the solutions satisfy symmetry, this means:
N , where X v and X v are the GDI for n-person games with characteristic functions v and v respectively. 
Hence, the GDI obtained from the first iteration of the recurrent equation X=g(X) is:
Following the same ideas, the m-th iteration in the calculation of the GDI satisfies: X m v ((i),(C)) = X m v (i,C) mN, and, therefore, the limit of the last equality when m is X v ((i),(C)) = X v (i,C) iN, C  2 N . This limit exists and it is unique, according to the results explained in section 3.
Corollary 2 The crisp solution equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE satisfies Efficiency and Symmetry.
Proof It is a particular case of theorem 2.
Theorem 3
The crisp solution equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE, satisfy Dummy Axiom.
Proof if NP = {i 1 ,i 2 ,,i k }  N is the set of null players, that is, the set such that v(S) = v(S{i m }) S  N\{i m }, where i m  NP, then v(N) = v(N\NP), because of the null player definition. According to definition 3, N\NP or one of its subset is the coalition crisp solution equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE, because the number of players is a minimum. Taking into account the definitions (1) and (11), the GDI values of the members of NP are null in a subcoalition of N\NP. Remark1 Shapley value is the unique solution which satisfies Efficiency, Symmetry, Dummy Axiom and Additivity, see [14] . The crisp solutions equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE satisfy the first three axioms and the example 1 shows that they aren't equal to the Shapley value. Thus, these fuzzy models don't satisfy the Additivity Axiom. Theorem 4 Every vector of the FNSKE and CNSKE are non-negative, including the members of the crisp solutions equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE.
Proof According to theorem (1), the GDI of the FNSKE and the CNSKE are individually rationals. Hence, X(i,C)  v({i})  0. Hence, evidently the crisp solutions equivalent to the FNSKE and CNSKE satisfy the property. Theorem 5 Let (N,v) and (N,w) be two cooperative nperson games, such that w(C) = v(C) C  N and    + * . Then, X w (i,C) = X v (i,C) for all coalition C and player iC, for the FNSKE and the CNSKE.
Proof The formula of the GDI for the second game is:
Now, let us calculate the first iteration of the algorithm. If the initial value for w is:
where  i,C are random values.
Taking into account that the formula of bargaining capacity (2) depends on formulas based on fuzzy order (3), and this fuzzy order is scale-invariant -in (3), for w, the numerator and denominator are multiplied by the same factor-then, applying the formulas of the algorithm, we obtain X If i  C the proportionality is trivial. Evidently, the crisp solutions equivalent to the FNSKE and the CNSKE satisfy this property.
The theorem shows that proportional games have proportional solutions multiplying by the same factor. This is a particular case of the property covariant, see [13] .
Theorem 6 Let (N,v) be a cooperative n-person game. If two players i,j  N satisfy the condition v(S{i}) = v(S{j}) S  N\{i,j}, then, X(i,C) = X(j,C), for the FNSKE and the CNSKE, whenever i,jC.
Proof In [13] this property is called symmetry. For the sake of clarity, in this paper it is called equality.
Three cases are possible:  If i,jC, then X(i,C) = X(j,C) = 0.  If i,jC, then v(C) is common for both players.  If iC and jC (or i  C and j  C) and C is a coalition, where C = S{i}, then, because of the conditions of the theorem the coalition C = S{j} satisfies v(C) = v(C). Those cases prove that if i and j are permuted, then, the values of the GDI corresponding to these players, for the FNSKE and the CNSKE, will be the same, hence the results of the GDI are the same for both players too.
This proof is valid for the crisp solutions equivalent to the FNSKE and the CNSKE. Table 14 . The most important truth-values of f (see formula 10) in example, for the CNSKE These solutions are efficient, the values by columns in tables (7), (8), (11) and (12) (9), (10), (13) and (14) and a minimum number of players, 3. The player 3 is a null player, in the crisp solution vectors, he or she obtains a gain 0. Also, the players 1 and 2, the most 'powerful' because they are included in all the coalitions with biggest worth, obtain the biggest gains in the coalitions containing them.
An Illustrative Example
Let ({1,2,3,4,5},w) be a game, where, w({1,2,4}) = w({1,2,5})= = w({1,2,3,4}) = w({1,2,3,5}) = w({1,2,4,5}) = w({1,2,3,4,5}) = 2, and w(S) = 0 otherwise. It satisfies w=2v. The GDI are summarized in tables (15) , (16) The example is a simple game, because the characteristic function has values 0 or 1. It could be interpreted like a voting problem. It is the application of the solution for a political, non-financial, problem.
Concluding Remarks
The imputation axioms, the axioms of nonnegativeness, proportionality, equality and the Shapley's axiom set, except Additivity, are considered rational in the classic approach to cooperative n-person games, according to the concept of rationality in Decision Theory, particularly in Normative Decision Theory. The consensus about rationality concerning such axioms can be used to prove the rationality of other solutions to cooperative n-person games.
The FNSKE and CNSKE models based on experts' knowledge on bargaining are recent solutions to cooperative n-person games. In this paper, a demonstration has been developed to show that the elements of this solution are imputations. Hence, these elements are group rational and individually rational.
The elements of these solutions satisfy two Shapley's axioms: Efficiency and Symmetry, and also, nonnegativeness, proportionality and equality. The fact that the elements of these solutions do not satisfy Additivity, has been exposed by a counterexample.
A crisp solution to the game equivalent to the FNSKE and the CNSKE is a solution for the coalition with the same value of the grand coalition characteristic function, having the biggest value of likelihood to reach an agreement and the lowest number of players. It has been proved that this crisp solution satisfies the Dummy Axiom of the Shapley's axiom set.
The rationality of the FNSKE and CNSKE can be considered a proof that these new solutions can be used to solve any cooperative n-person game problem, not only financial negotiation problems.
